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On Perturbation Expansions in Axiomatic Quantum Field Theory

by P. Curtius
Theoretisch-Physikalisches Seminar der E.T.H., Zürich

(1. XI. 62)

Abstract: It is shown that the perturbation expansions of L.S.Z. axiomatic field theory can
be described by Lagrangian formalism ; and conversely that the perturbation series derived from
Lagrangian formalism satisfy the conditions following from a perturbation treatment of the L. S. Z.
axioms.

1. Introduction

In this paper the connection between the perturbation treatments of axiomatic
and of Lagrangian quantised field theories is examined. In sections 2 and 3, the framework

of the L. S.Z. axioms and the method of generating functionals are developed.
In sections 4 and 5, equivalence theorems connecting the axioms and properties of
certain vacuum expectation values are derived for the complete fields and for their
perturbation expansions. In section 6, the functional representation of the unre-
normalised Feynman-Dyson series is shown to formally satisfy the T-equations in
every order. In section 7, the same result is derived after renormalisation has been
carried out, and it is shown conversely that all solutions of the time-ordered T-equations
can be described by a renormalised Feynman-Dyson series. Section 8 contains

consequences of this result following from the equivalence theorems. The proofs are

complete if the integrability conditions (3), (3') defined in section 4 are satisfied in all
orders of perturbation theory.

2. The L.S.Z. Axioms

The discussion in this paper is confined to the theory of a single Hermitian scalar
field with non-vanishing rest mass, which is described in the Heisenberg picture by
the symmetric field operator A (x). For this theory, the axiomatic framework developed
in the papers of Lehmann, Symanzik, and Zimmermann1) is used; we quote the
L.S.Z. axioms in the following form:

1. (Operator distribution) : In a Hilbert space § with positive definite scalar product
(0, ¥), a symmetric temperate operator distribution A(x) shall be defined on a dense

subset i^C§, further restrictions on Q) to be made subsequently. For such solutions
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fa(x) of the Klein-Gordon equation for mass m which are "testing functions with fast
decrease" (see L. Schwartz2)) on the mass shell, the expressions

Aa(t) 0 0eQ)
shall exist*), where

Aa(t) =i [A (x) d0f«(x) d3x; F d0G F G - F G

and A«(t) Q) c 'J>.

2. (Lorentz Invariance) : In § there shall exist a continuous unitary representation
U(a, A) of the real inhomogeneous proper orthochronous Lorentz group L\ with

Ufa, A) 2> C 3> ; Ufa, A) A (x) U^fa, A) A (A x + a). (2.1)

There shall exist one (and only one up to multiplication by c-number factors) vector
Q e AD which is invariant against all transformations Ufa, A), (a, A) e L\.

3. (Locality) : For x — y space-like,

(0,[A(x),A(y)]¥) O 0,We£). (2.2)

4. fAsymptotic Condition) : There shall exist in § free fields Ainfx), Aml(x) of mass m
defined on £& such that A% (t) AÙCLU), and

out

lirn^ f0, Aa(t) W) 10, Afn (t) W\ 0,We£D. (2.3)
'"^ + oo \ out I

For a complete system of /", Q shall be cyclic with respect to the ring of polynomials
either in Afn or A^,.

From these assumptions follows the existence of a unitary scattering matrix S
defined by

AM{x) S-1 AJx) S. (2.4)

It also follows that AD contains a complete orthonormal system of vectors constructed
by application of polynomials either in A*n or in A„ut on Û.

For matrix elements between vectors from AD, the asymptotic condition further
permits to derive reduction formulae

[AJx),ST[A(x,)...A(xn)]]= |

(2.5a)
A(x- X') Kx, S T [Afx') Afx,) Afx„)] dx',

[AJx),R[A(y);A(x,)...A(xn)]]

ifA fx - x') Kx, R [A fy) ; A fx') A fx,) ...A (*„)] dx'; Kx=-U4-m?
(2.5b)

*) O. W. Greenberg (Princeton Thesis 1956) has shown that in the case of diverging wave
function renormalisation, this condition has to be weakened ; one then only postulates existence of
the convolution product of these expressions with a testing function in the time variable.
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(2.6a)

(2.6b)
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for the T- and it-products of the field operator defined*) by

T[Afx,)...Afx„)]r £ 6fX,-x2)...d(xn_,-xn)Afx,)...Afxn),
P(l...n)

R[Afx);Afx,)...Afxn)]

ee 27 inefx-x,)...6fxn_,-xn)[[..AAfx),Afx,)],...],Afxn)].
P(l... n)

The summation extends over all permutations of the indices 1, ,n.
These reduction formulae permit expression of the matrix elements of T- and R-

products between vectors of the "incoming" orthonormal system by vacuum expectation

values ("v.e.v") of T- and if-products of higher degree. The result of the
reduction procedure can be collected in the following formal series expansion (valid
only for matrix elements between vectors from Q)) :

ST[A(x,)...A(xn)}

E y --¦ rfx1...xnu, ...«„) :Ainfu,) Ainfu„) : du,... duv,

R[A(y);A(x,)...A(xn)}

U^T / ¦¦¦ rfy;x1...x„u1...uv) : Ainfu,) Ainfuv) : du,... du,

(2.7a)

(2.7b)

For n 0, these formulae reduce to series representations of S and Afx). The r- and
r-functions are defined by

rfx,...xn)^fQ,T[Afx,)...Afxn)]Q),

rfy; x,...xn)= fü, R[A fy) ; A fx,) ...A fx„)] Ü)

where barred coordinates designate "amputation":

rf...xv...) i KXv rf...xv...),

rfx; ...x,---) KXvrfx; ...%„...),

rfx; =Kxrfx;
The inversion of the amputation prescription is

t(. x„ =fAFfxv - yv) xf... yv dyv,

rfx; ...xv...)=J AAfx„ - yv) rfx; ...y„ dyv,

rfx; / ARfx — y) rfy; dy

(2.8a)

(2.8b)

(2.9a)

(2.9b)

(2.9c)

(2.10a)

(2.10b)

(2.10c)

*) For the definition of products of temperate distributions with 0-functions see here O. Stein-
mann3).
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3. Formal Generating Functionals

The algebraic properties of the infinite systems of T- and it-products are very
concisely expressed with the aid of formal generating functionals4). A generating
functional <X{/} of a function variable J(x)

^{J} Êaï ["¦[/("'(% • • • *») /(%) • • • /W dx,... dxn (3.1)

may be considered as a Volterra expansion (analogous to Taylor's series)

fi* + n=zoAi [//w xw H • ^7> - « ' •^ (3-2)

of AF at / 0. The Volterra coefficients /(n) can be considered as formal functional
derivatives defined by

Hm' J{x']\ ôi{x ~ *'} (3-3)

/'"'(% ...#„) is symmetric in x,, xn.
We expressly state that in this paper we shall not need any assumptions concerning

the convergence of Volterra series, or concerning the existence of generating
functionals or their functional derivatives as operators in § ; generating functionals are
used exclusively as a means of writing operations defined on each of their Volterra
coefficients, in analogy to the calculus of formal power series.

The generating functionals of T- and it-products are defined by

^U) 1 + Ea\ ¦¦¦ nAfx,) ...Afxn)] Jfx,) /(*„) dx,...dxn
n=l •> •>

ee T exp li A (x) Jfx) dx\,

*.{/} A fx) A- £^ f...( R[A fx) ; A fx,) ...A (*„)]

X Jfx-0 ¦ ¦ ¦ J(Xn) dxl--- dxn ¦

n 1

(3.4a)

(3.4b)

Some of their formal properties are contained in the following lemmas (for the proof
one may e.g. refer to the author's dissertation6)) :

Lemma 1 fTime-ordered Functionals) : If S {J} is the formal generating functional
of an infinite system of operator-valued distributions {S[x, xn]}

3{J} i + Zia / ••• / 5X ••• X /(%) ••• /(*„) dx,...dxn (3.5)
n 1 'J J

then the relation

[Of) S[x, ...x„} S T[A (x,) ...A (xn)] (3.6)

*) The bracket [O] is to signify that an equation is valid up to an uncertainty with support in
the subspace 0 [x,,..., xn; x, xn] ; x,, xn are all the variables explicitly contained in
the equation.
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is necessary and sufficient for the equations

10] e{y-x)^jiyiS*{J}Sx{J} 0

^ ^ ^
(3.7a)

X*Xt^{/}cU/}|/ 0

"~*m (3-7b)

S is a unitary operator independent of /. [(3.7a) will be referred to as Bogoljubov's
equation7) ; it implies unitarity as well as time-ordering of S, if products of temperate
distributions with ö-functions are defined such that dfx) + df—x) 1 is preserved.]

Lemma 2 Retarded Functionals) : If QX{J} is the formal generating functional of an
infinite system of operator-valued distributions {Q[x; x, xn]},

QAJ} <?M + E yi [• ¦ ¦ [ <?X *i • ¦ • *J /W • • • /W dxi ¦ ¦ ¦dx« (3-8)
n= 1 •> J

then the relation

[0] Q[x;Xl...x„] R[Afx);Afx,) ...A(*„)] (3.9)

is necessary and sufficient for the equations

[Ö] Qx, y{J} idfx-y) [Qx{Jl Qy{J}], (3.10a)

Q[x] Afx). (3.10b)

[(3.10a) will be referred to as Peierls' equation8); it implies the retardation of yix as

well as the "unitarity" equation ^Hx,y — 9^,^ i [${x, 5Ry].]

4. Equivalence Theorems

The operator-valued generating functionals of the preceding section can be

expressed by their v.e.v.

t{/} =1+27 yr ¦¦¦ rfx, ...xn) Jfx,) Jfxn) dx,... dxn, (4.1a)

**{J} E \\ I ¦ ¦ ¦ ['fa Xl ¦ ¦ ¦ Xn) /(%) • • • /W dxl ¦ ¦ ¦ dxn (4-lb)

with the aid of the reduction formulae. The expansions (2.7) are equivalent to the
following expression for the generating functionals :

S • cT{J} :t{J + Ain Kx,} : ee : exp [fAinfx') Kx,^ dx'} : t{/}, (4.2a)

«.{/} : r, {/ + Ain Kx,} : : exp \JA infx') Kx, ±^ dx'} : r,{/} (4.2b)
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These expressions are valid for matrix elements between vectors from Q); since Al)

contains a complete system of orthonormal state vectors constructed by application
of polynomials in ^4f„ on Q, matrix elements of non-linear expressions in the functionals
(4.2) can be expressed by summation over this system of intermediate states. It is
well-known that the summation over states yields expressions in the v. e. v. of the form

*,{/} *»{/} ¦ exp {/X„(X X Ô6jix,} dx] ¦ X/} * A+ * xy{J}, (4.3a)

where the "Zl+-convolution" of the two v. e. v.-functionals is defined by

r,{/} * A+ * xy{J) r,{/} • exp Òj(u K„iA+(u- v)K,±jiv)dudv}t¥{J}. (4.3b)

The A +-convolution can be formally derived from the product of normal products
(4.2b) via

gb gl ß[a,b] if [a, [a, b]] [b, [a, b]] 0. (4.4)

In any field theory with L.S.Z. asymptotic condition, it is therefore possible to
derive an infinite system of non-linear integral equations for the r-functions and for
the r-functions by insertion of the expansions (4.2) in the Bogoljubov equation (3.7a)
and in the Peierls equation (3.10a). The Bogoljubov equation for r-functions9) is

efy-x) 2jpkf-1)* e ¦¦¦ n &»*dv»ia+(u* - »»)]

x {\j*(x, ...xkû,...ut) r(x y xk + xnv, ...vt) - r*fy x,... xku, ut)

X xfx xk + ...xnv,... vu]} A- | afx, y,x„... xn) 0

while the Peierls equation for r-functions is 10)n)

n oo - - I

rfx; yx,...xn) idfx-y) E pk E ¦¦¦II tdu» dv"l /1+(m" ~ v»'l
A-0 l-l •> •> v-1

x {rfx; x,...xku,..Au^) rfy; xk + xnv,... vt) - [x <-> y]}

+ &fx;y,x,...x„)

(4.5a)

(4.5b)

The prescription Pk ffx,... xk) gfxk + xn) is defined as summation over all divisions
of the arguments x,, xn into two classes of k and n — k elements respectively.

The uncertainties appearing in the functional equations of the lemmas 1 and 2

are here exhibited through undetermined real distributions afx, y, x,, xn) and
qfx; y, x„ xn) with support in {x y x,= xn}; their reality is implied by
the unitarity property contained in (3.7a) and (3.10a). In these equations, we have
set the unimodular constant t{0} 1.

If, on the other hand, Lorentz-invariant solutions {t} or {r} of (4.5) are given, then
(with the aid of a free field Ain(x) with cyclic vacuum Q) one can construct by the
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series (4.2) a field theory satisfying the L.S.Z. axioms, if the following convolution
integrals exist as temperate distributions :

x*fx,...xm) xfy,... yn) ¦ [J [A+fxÄ. - yA.) dxx. dyx) (4.6a)
J J W,} C {1,2, Min (m, n)}

f...frfx;x,...xm)rfy;y,...yn)- ]J [A+fxH ~ yu) dxH dVh] • (4.6b)
J {ii)Cr.{l,2,...Min(m,n)}

Locality is here a consequence of Lorentz invariance and time-ordering or retardation.
From lemma 2 follows in this way the G.L.Z.-Theorem: If the symmetric field

operator Afx) satisfies the L.S.Z. axioms, then the r-functions defined from it
through (2.8b) satisfy the following conditions:

1. rfx; x, xn) is a real Lorentz-invariant temperate distribution symmetric in
x,, xn.

2. The r-iunctions satisfy the Peierls-equation (4.5b).
3. The convolution integrals (4.6b) exist as temperate distributions. -
Given on the other hand a set of r-functions satisfying conditions 1, 2, and 3, then

A(x) :xx{AinKx,}: (4.7a)

is a representation (valid only for matrix elements between vectors from CD) of a

symmetric field operator A(x) satisfying the L. S.Z. axioms, the /t-products of which
fulfil equation (2.8b). -

This theorem has been proved by Glaser, Lehmann, and Zimmermann12). From
lemma 1 follows in the same way the

"Time-Ordered G.L.Z.-Theorem": If the symmetric field operator Afx) satisfies
the L.S.Z. axioms, then the x-functions defined from it through (2.8a) fulfil the
following conditions:

1'. t(% xn) is a Lorentz-invariant temperate distribution symmetric inx,,..., xn.
2'. The T-functions satisfy the Bogoljubov-equation (4.5a).
3'. The convolution integrals (4.6a) exist as temperate distributions. -
Given on the other hand a set of T-functions satisfying these conditions, then

Afx) \: exp [fAinfy') X'T/0O dx] : **^} * ^ * t,x{J}, (4.7b)

where Ain is a free field with cyclic vacuum vector Q, is a representation (valid for
matrix elements between vectors from AS>) of a symmetric field operator A fx) satisfying

the L. S.Z. axioms, the T-products of which fulfil equation (2.8a). -
By combination of the two G.L.Z.-theorems follows immediately the "x-r-Equi-

valence Theorem": Given a set of T-functions satisfying the conditions 1', 2', and 3';
then the r-functions defined by

W) t t*{/} * A+ * U/} (4.8)
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satisfy the conditions 1, 2, and 3. Given on the other hand a set of r-functions satisfying

these conditions, then the T-functions defined by

xfx, ...xn) T [tXi * A+ * fxXi *A+*f... xxJ )] \j_0 (4.9)

satisfy the conditions 1', 2', and 3'. -
A proof of the last two theorems has been given in the author's dissertation.

5. Perturbation Expansions

Having in mind the well-known perturbation treatment of Lagrangian field theory
to be considered below, we define perturbation expansions in terms of a coupling
constant g of the field operator

Afx) 2JgmAMfx) (5.1)
m= 0

and of the Green's functions

*(*i • • • X E gm t(mXi ¦¦¦*¦). (5-2a)
m= 0

oo

rfx; x, xn) JA gm r^fx; x,...xn) (5.2b)
m 0

As usual, these expansions are treated as formal power series without assumptions
concerning their convergence. The aim of this section is to show in what way the
perturbation treatment modifies the equivalence theorems.

We define perturbation theoretic L. S.Z. axioms (lp), (2p), and (4p) as the postulate
of validity of the axioms 1, 2, and 4 (with ^4(0) Ain) for every order of the partial
sums

Anfx) Eëm A(m)(x) ¦ (5-3)
w= 0

In order to simplify the treatment of operator domains, we confine the discussion of
this paper to the case that the expressions (4.7) of the field operator are of finite degree
in A^fx) in every order of perturbation theory (this corresponds to the case of
Lagrangians of finite degree in the interacting field operator). The domain 'J) of the
L. S. Z. axioms is then in all instances to be substituted by the domain £/)° of the free
field operator A{0)fx). Thus, perturbation theoretic locality [axiom (3p)] is defined by
fx — y spacelike)

»» \
0, 2J[Amfx),A^-"\y)]W 0, 0,iPe£/)o, m 0,1,2,... (5.4)

We further define G. L. Z.-conditions (lp), (3p), and (l'p), (3'p) to mean the validity
of conditions 1,3, and 1', 3' respectively for all r'-m) of t(m) in every perturbation order m.
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Conditions (2p) and (2'p) are defined as the validity of the perturbation theoretic
Peierls and Bogoljubov equations:

i

r¦im) 'x;yx,...xn)=id(x-y)2J E P" E /•¦•/ ]J\-duedveiA+K ~ viï

x {r^fx; x,...xk'u,...ül) rlm~J\y; xk+, xnv,... v,) - [x <-> y]}

+ Q(m)fx;y, x„ ,xn)

(5.5)

x(m)fx y Xx ...xn) — 6 fy -*) \É È pk \?(j)*(y xi ¦ ¦ ¦ **) r(m-j) (***+i... x„)
lj-0 k-l

(5.6)

+ x^*fx, ...xk) x^'J)fy xxk + ,...xn)
m-l n oo I

+ E EpkE ¦¦¦ IIw%d\iA+ K-».)]
- 1 A - 0 1=1 J •>

g l
x [T<J'>*(y x1...xkû1...ûl) ¦&>-»&xk+1 ...*„»!...»,)

+ x^*fx, ...xkü,...üt) -jA-'\y xxk + ,...xnv,... v,)]

— [x <-> y] + i o^lfx, y,x„ xn).

Qtm)fx; x, x„) and a{m)(x, xn) are real, Lorentz-invariant temperate distributions
symmetric in x,, xn with support in x x, xn.

We now insert the series (5.1), (5.2) in the proofs of the first and third equivalence
theorems of the preceding section. The calculus of formal power series then yields the
following perturbation theoretic lemmas, which are to be applied below :

Lemma 3: Given a perturbation expansion (5.1) of the symmetric field operator
Afx) which satisfies axioms (lp) through (4p). Then the perturbation theoretic r-
functions defined by

>*»>(*; x,...xn)= £ fü, i?[Xm°X) ; XMlXi) • • • A<">n)(xn)] Q) (5.7)
«o H +mn m

satisfy the perturbation theoretic G. L.Z.-conditions (lp), (2p), and (3p). - Given on
the other hand a perturbation expansion (5.2b) of the r-functions satisfying these
conditions*) ; then the series (4.7a) constructed from the perturbation sums of the **"'
with the aid of a free field A" with cyclic vacuum vector is a representation of a
symmetric field operator (valid for matrix elements between vectors from Cû°), which
satisfies the perturbation theoretic L.S.Z. axioms and equation (5.7).

Lemma 4: Given a perturbation expansion (5.2a) of the T-functions satisfying the
conditions (l'p), (2'p), and (3'p); then the r(m)-functions defined by

tiM){/} T E tW*{/} * A+ * t'X*>{/} (5-8)

*) For the question of symmetry of the solutions of (5.5) cf. H. M. Fried13).
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satisfy the conditions (lp), (2p), and (3p). - Given on the other hand a perturbation
expansion (5.2b) of the /-functions satisfying these conditions, then the T(BI'-functions

recursively defined by
m n-1

xSm\x x, ...xn) i 2J E pk TÜ>X ¦••**) r{m-j)(x; xk+i ¦••*„)
j - 0 k 2

îrt-l M OO - I

+ i E E pk E / ••¦ / nw% d\iA+ K - »ei
(5.9)

j=l k=0 1=1 J J e=l

x t« fo xk ux... u,) r<m-J\x; xk+,... xnv, ...vt)

satisfy the conditions (l'p), (2'p), and (3'p). -
6. Unrenormalised Perturbation Theory of Lagrangian Formalism

By the equivalence theorems the investigation of the connection between
"axiomatic" and Lagrangian perturbation theory may be reduced to verification of the
conditions (l'p), (2'p), and (3'p) for the perturbation theoretic T-functions derived
from Lagrangian theory. In this section it will be shown that the unrenormalised
Feynman integrals formally satisfy the perturbation theoretic Bogoljubov equation
(5.6) in every order.

In the proof, the formal summation of Feynman 's perturbation series via generating

functionals will be used. The easiest access to this method is by Schwinger's
functional equation for the time-ordered functional A7~{J}. Given a Lagrange theory
with local Lorentz-invariant interaction term

Lw[Afx)]=^gL^[Afx)] (6.1)
n

which for simplicity is assumed to be linear in a single coupling constant g. The !£'
shall be hermitian Lorentz-invariant polynomials homogeneous of «-th degree in the
field operator A fx) or its space-time derivatives of finite order. Then application of the
equation of motion and of the canonical commutators to the formal equation

XX/} exp li / A fu) I fu) du ÌAfx) T exp li Afv) Ifv) dv

yields (Schwinger14))

[iC,i-4 -L'Jli 1-/(*)} X{/} 0; |
{ * t ô i(x) w[i ô i(x)\ wj i j -

(6 2)
KUfA] 4/w / X [/(*')] dxA J

Schwinger's equation is of course also valid for the v. e.v. of the X-functional
which generates the T-functions. For Lw 0, the generating functional of the free

propagators

t'°>{/} exp {- -i ffIfu) AF fu - v) Ifv) du dv\ e-1'21^1 (6.3a)

AFfx) i dfx) A+fx) + i Bf- x) A+(- x), (6.3b)
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is a solution of (6.2). If Lw 4= 0,

^}-^{^!l4aI(xH^iaFi ^
is a solution of (6.2), as may be seen through commutation of Ifx) with the first factor
on the right. It is easily verified that the expansion in powers of the coupling constant
of the T-functions effected by the differentiation prescription (6.4) is after amputation
identical term by term with the unrenormalised Feynman perturbation integrals15).
These integrals are in general divergent, and all our manipulations of unrenormalised
Feynman integrals are formal; i.e. multiplication and integration of distributions is
effected regardless of existence questions. In these manipulations the following rules
will be observed :

1. Graphs with "short-circuited" lines (beginning and ending on the same vertex)
are disregarded.

2. If after insertion of the definition (3.6b) of AF an integrand contains a product
which by permutation of the order of distribution factors can be brought to the form

0 fx,-x2) d fxn_, - xn) 6 fx„ - x,) Ffxh xh) ; *,.e {%,..., xn) (6.5)

the corresponding integral is put equal to zero.
The perturbation theoretic Bogoljubov equation (5.6) is in functional notation

— à m

[0] dfy-x) } rt<*>*K}*^+*t(rX/} 0; (6.6)
' k — o

the significance of the clause [0] has been explained in the footnote to equation (3.6).
The verification of (6.6) can be reduced to a linear problem through Symanzik's
generating functional of double graph integrals.

Symanzik's functional18) is defined by

»{7, /} tr* {/ + i 7} sr\j - \ 7} • (6.7)

Its v. e.v. r {/, /} can be calculated from t{/} by Zl+-convolution:

r{/, /} f {/ + j /} exp{[[{mK i A- fu - v) K^du dv} t {/ - ± /} (6.8)

Through formal calculation of the A +-convolution via (4.4) the unrenormalised
Feynman-Dyson perturbation solution (6.4) yields an unrenormalised perturbation
expansion of r (Symanzik, loc. cit.) :

r{7 /} exp {2/sin [\ Dx |_Jlm [Dx] dx) e7'*J + *7*7, (6.9)

D
ô

D ---x~ ÖJ(x)
' '- dj(x)

The argument of the first exponential is a convenient notation of the expression

i Lw [D - -i D] - i Lw [D A- 4 D] 2 sin [1 D |J Lw [D] (6.10)
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derived from (3.2). From (6.9) follow unrenormalised r-iunctions via the relation

r,{/} Xr{7/}|j=o- (6-11)

The desired linearisation of (6.6) is effected if one writes it in the form

[Ö] dfy-x) Dx Dy r{7 /} \j _ 0 0. (6.12)

where this equation is to be valid for all coefficients of the power series in the coupling
constant. We prove (6.12) for the series (6.9) by consideration of the corresponding
double graphs.

Double graphs have been first introduced by Dyson17) for the representation of
the perturbation series of /-functions derived from Lagrangian theory. The name
stems from the fact that in double graphs, not only the number of vertices and their
connection structure is important, but in addition the subgraphs formed by the
disfunctions must be considered which contain an orientation structure induced by the
time ordering Of the arguments of the A R.

A graphical notation for Symanzik's integrals (6.9) in the case of spin-0 quantum
electrodynamics has been developed in the author's dissertation. It suffices for our
present purpose to note that the Lagrangian functions of the first exponential
correspond to the vertices of the double graphs; for every differentiation operator
contained in them, a AR- or zJ1-line must be attached which leads either to another

vertex, or to external currents /, /.
Dyson's double graphs have the property of "T-structure", i.e. from every vertex

issues exactly one AR-iine. For Symanzik's double graphs (6.9), we have the analogous
property of ^-structure: At every vertex begins at least one ZlÄ-line. The proof follows
immediately from the fact that every vertex in (6.9) contains at least one ö-operator,
which necessarily acts on the retarded end of a ZlR-line.

We now prove that all contributions to the left side of (6.12) vanish. All possible

contributions have exactly one external /. If / is here end point of a Z^-line, then for
graphs of finite perturbation order the "ft-structure implies at least one cycle of AR-
functions of the form

AR fx, -x2)...AR fxn_, - xn) AR fxn - x,) (6.13)

in the integrand. Because of the rule for expressions (6.5) these graphs give no
contribution. / therefore is end point of a ZlÄ-line, while all external / must be origins
of AR-iines. Such graphs which contain a / that is not connected to / through a chain
of zlR-lines with consequent orientation, because of their 9î-structure must again
contain a cycle (6.13) and give no contribution. The integrand of all possible
contributions to the left side of (6.12) therefore contains a factor

Ofy-x) AR fx -x,)...AR fxn_, - xn) AR fxn - y) (6.14)

and must again vanish because of the rule for expressions (6.5). We have thus
completed the proof that Feynman's integrals (6.4) formally satisfy the Bogoljubov
equation (6.6) in all orders of perturbation theory.
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7. T-Equations and Renormalised Lagrangian Theory

Equivalent to the formal integral representation (6.4) for the unamputated x-
functions are the following formal integrals for the amputated T-functions (see e.g.
ref.6)):

rA,(yi• • • y*) *'<MX4„ ,¦ ¦ ¦ 4« J-[o(*i-*J.~o(*m-i-*J
x {X[/(%)]*^+*{...{IJ/K_1)]*izI+*LJ/W]}...}}^1...ciA;m 1 (7-la)

xt<n/^XXo-

F{/} * « A+ * G{f} ee F{/} jw>i*W»n G{f} (7.1b)

The question whether from the Feynman integrals (7.1) temperate distributions may
be determined is called the renormalisation problem. We quote here known results
(see e.g. Bogoljubov and Shirkov18)) in the form of

Lemma 5: In the integrand of (7.1), temperate distributions may be specified from
the formal product expressions by addition of local Lorentz-invariant hermitian
compensation terms*) to the Lagrangian Lw:

LAJfx)] -* LZUfx)] LAtfx)] + Lcomp[ffx)], (7.2a)

OO

Lcomp[ffx)] EemE LiX/(*)] • (7.2b)
m= 2 n

The coefficients Cmni of the monomials in Lcomp are to compensate divergent integrals
formally such that their difference òCmnì becomes finite; this manipulation may be

defined e.g. as limit of a Pauli-Villars régularisation procedure20). The renormalised
product expressions then contain a number of undetermined constants ÔCmni which is

finite in every order of perturbation theory**). -
After the renormalisation procedure, the existence of the integrals (7.1) is assured

if condition (3'p) of the G. L. Z.-theorem is valid in every order of perturbation theory.
This condition shall always be assumed in the following***).

Since the proof of (6.6) is valid for arbitrary L"n, the perturbation theoretic
Bogoljubov equation [condition (2'p)] is satisfied by the renormalised T-functions of
arbitrary Lagrange theories. Lemma 5 guarantees that these T-functions are Lorentz-
invariant temperate distributions; their symmetry follows from inspection of (7.1),
so that condition (lp) is also completely satisfied.

Conversely, we now prove

*) If the renormalisation may be effected in such a way that in the formal power series (7.2b),
the number of monomials in / contained in the coefficient of gm is bounded uniformly in m, La is
called renormalisable, otherwise non-renormalisable.

**) As additional renormalisation prescription, all vacuum graphs are neglected; this yields
t[0] 1 as assumed above.

***) Bogoljubov and Shirkov (loc. cit.) have shown that this assumption is connected with
the "adiabatic theorem"; the latter is treated e.g. in the encyclopedia article by G. Källen19).
26 H. P. A. 36, 4 (1963)
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Lemma 6: An arbitrary solution of the perturbation theoretic Bogoljubov-
equation (5.6) can be represented by a renormalised Feynman-Dyson series

t{I} e,V{ifLrm[l^Jdx}^{I}- (7.3)

Any non-trivial iteration solution of (5.6) needs non-vanishing CT(m) as starting-
terms; for if all ff(m) are zero, then insertion of the t(0) derived from (6.3) yields T(m) 0

for my 0. Since the a(k)fx,, xn) are real Lorentz-invariant temperate distributions
with support in x, x2 xn, they are of the form

oWfx, ¦¦>Xn E Qn]
Pd-»)

,P
d

11 AAA
fi

Uh à*ì\
ô*fxm-xM), (7.4)

where the p are polynomials in the space-time derivative operators, and the Qn are
real, Lorentz-invariant, and linear in arguments of the type indicated. Then if we
define

d
tk)Ufx)] QÏ(*) ¦ n h dx l'c,

/(*) (7.5)

and if ff(j) 0 for j 0,1, ,k — 1, the lemma is proved for the lowest nontrivial
order since

t^{i}=ijE^yw}dx^{i}- (7-6)

The remainder of the proof follows by induction. It may now be assumed that for
an arbitrary solution of (5.6), (7.3) is valid up to the order m — 1:

W ir£- exP{'/^ [ilJft|W I k o, 1,. i (7.7)

LfJn is a renormalised Lagrangian of maximal degree k in the coupling constant g.
Let nmin A- 2 be defined as the smallest number of arguments for which the term in
curly brackets in equation (5.6) does not vanish. To the Lagrangian /-^™_1) describing
the solution in fm — l)th order, we now add a set of renormalisation terms of m-th
order; x{m)fx y x, x„ calculated from (7.3) with the resulting £'"> is then, because

of the validity of (6.6) for arbitrary Lren, equal to the expression calculated from (5.6)
after insertion of the perturbation orders (7.7), up to an uncertainty of the form
aMfx, y,xv...xn .)¦ After addition to L%> of the Lagrange term ]<,m) +2 corresponding
to cA^fx, y, x,, xn the induction step has been proved for n nmin; it is proved
in like manner for arbitrary n by iteration with the aid of all T(ra) of a lesser number of
arguments. Lemma 6 has thus been proved.

We collect the results of this section in the following

Theorem 1 : The renormalised perturbation series of the T-functions of an arbitrary
local Lorentz-invariant Lagrangian formalism satisfy the perturbation theoretic
Bogoljubov T-equations as well as condition (l'p) in every order. Conversely, every
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solution of the perturbation theoretic Bogoljubov-equations satisfying conditions
(l'p) may be represented by a renormalised local Lorentz-invariant Lagrangian
formalism. Condition (3'p) has been assumed throughout. -

8. Consequences of the Equivalence Theorems

For arbitrary Lagrangian theories, renormalised perturbation series of the r-
functions may be derived from the renormalised T<m)-functions (assuming condition
(3'p)) via the A +-convolution (5.8), the result of which is a renormalised Dyson-
Symanzik-prescription

Eor 4m){/} X exp J2|sin [j D, |_J Lren[Dy] dy) /^ + V«7^7 |__o (8.1}

Theorem 1 and lemma 4 therefore imply:

Theorem 2 : Perturbation expansions of the r-functions determined from a
renormalised Dyson-Symanzik-prescription (8.1) of an arbitrary local Lorentz-invariant
Lagrangian theory are a solution of the perturbation theoretic Peierls-equation (5.5)
and satisfy condition (lp), where condition (3p) has been assumed. Conversely, every
set of r-functions satisfying the r-equation (5.5) and conditions (lp), (3p) may be

represented by a renormalised Dyson-Symanzik-prescription of a local Lorentz-
invariant Lagrangian theory.

From this theorem follows immediately by lemma 3 :

Theorem 3: If a perturbation series (5.1) of an interacting field^4(#) is formed by
inserting the perturbation theoretic r(m)-functions of an arbitrary local Lorentz-
invariant Lagrangian formalism into the expansion (4.7) :

A fx) E r E / ¦ • • / f(m)X % ¦•• X : A»fx,) A»fxn) {dx,... dxn (8.2)
m 0 n=lJ J

where A°fx) is a free field with cyclic vacuum vector Q, and condition (3p) is assumed
to hold for the r(m), then A fx) satisfies the perturbation theoretic L. S. Z.-axioms with
Ainfx) A°(x). - If on the other hand a perturbation expansion (8.2) of the field
operator satisfies the perturbation theoretic L.S.Z.-axioms, then the r(m) may be
represented by a Dyson-Symanzik-series (8.1) derived from a local Lorentz-invariant
Lagrange theory*). -

It is noted that the partial sums (5.3) of the field operator will not in general satisfy
the locality postulate (2.2). However, the perturbation theoretic locality (5.4) proved
in theorem 3 suffices to prove the locality condition for perturbation theoretic Wight-
man functions ; since further the spectral condition for A (x) follows from the one for
Ain(x), we have as

*) J. Rzewuski21) derives a similar result for all Wightman field theories where certain
existence assumptions for functionals hold. It seems that the justification of these assumptions by
the results of K. Symanzik5) must be supplemented by the postulate of convergence of the
perturbation series.
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Corollary: If perturbation orders of the Wightman functions are constructed from
the perturbation expansion (5.1) of a field operator calculated by an arbitrary local
Lorentz-invariant Lagrangian formalism:

SBN(*o ...*„)= X (ü> Aim°](xo) ¦ ¦ ¦ A0»n)(xn) Q) (8.3)
J». H +mn- m

then each 2£(m) satisfies all linear conditions of Wightman's theorem22).
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